Self-concept: cognitive construct defining the self; maybe more appropriate as "self-theory"
reflexive consciousness
Nature of selfhood

Intro

interpersonal being
entity that makes action (executive function)

in particular self-regulation

Def
"according to SIT, the self-concept is comprised of a personal identity encompassing
idiosyncratic characterisitcs (e.g., bodily attributes, abilities, psychological traits,
interests) and a social identity encompassing salient group classification" *{Ashforth, 1989
#26}

Self and Identity Theories

Situational - focus is on process of social interaction in natural settings, behavior is
emergent (Blumer)

Social structural approach

behavior is determined by a combination of self and social variables (Kuhn) and behavior is
tied to structure through roles (Stryker)

Biographical historical approach
Intrapersonal approach

Identity theory - People have multiple identities - self is ordered hierarchy. Identity may
influence behavior depending on situation. (Stryker)

Identity Theories and
Processes

focus on motivational and emotional antecedents and consequences of social actions and
relationship of actions to identity (Heise)

Affect control theory

Behaviors may change depending on situation. People choose from among possible
behaviors based on situation (Goffman)

Situated identity theory

people perceive themselves as part of social groups or categories +{Tajfel, 1982 #5641}
*{Ashforth, 1989 #26}

Social identity theory

+{Gecas,
1995
#5589}

temporal conditions as well as personal affect behavior (Mead, Weber, Mills)

processes within the self determine behavior

Self Esteem

The tendency to believe that high esteem is associated with good outcomes and low esteem
associated with bad outcomes is not necessarily supported by evidence. Relationship
between esteem and outcomes depends on situation. It is difficult to account for self
esteem since there are so many sources contributing to it with different consequences.

Self Efficacy

Degree to one considers oneself to be a causal agent. Theory pays more attention to
beliefs and perceptions of causality than to what causes those beliefs. Cultural influence
may effect how we view self efficacy.
People seek relationships congruent with their self conceptions. Discrepancies produce
strong emotional responses and people wish to remove source of discrepancy. Self
verification theory holds that people are motivated to confirm their views of the world.
(Swann)

Consistency,
Congruency, and
Verification

Self Defenses and Deceptions

People engage in distortion and deception to maintain their self conceptions. Self
presentation and impression management (Goffman) are techniques people use. Ego
defenses may be function of social interdependence (Swann)
Jones – Self-Handicapping: Lack of ability vs. lack of effort. If you decrease your chance of
success, you’ll also decrease the pain of success.

Interactionist theory and study of reflected appraisals - people come to view themselves as
they think others see them. Research is not convincing - authors argue that the self is not a
sponge soaking up others thoughts.

Processes
Affecting Self
and Identity
Class, Race,
and Self
Evaluation

Class related occupational condition (autonomy) seems to be most consequential for self
esteem - degree of freedom and control over work has positive effect on self esteem
(Gecas). Emotional labor can lead to inauthenticity/alienation in natural emotions
(Hochschild). African American self esteem may be insulted from patterns of racial
inequality but self efficacy is not.

Gender and self

Cross-cultural self

Post modern self

Children whose behavior was not considered consistent/appropriate with gender were
called more names and had lower self esteem. Male and female self-concepts may be
grounded differently (women in relationships, men in a more individualistic sense)
Idea of self is mostly a reflection of Western American ethos of rugged individualism.
Alternative view (Chinese, Japanese, Indian) conceives of self as more interdependent,
contextual, and relational (Markus and Kitayama). Desire for cognitive consistency may be
more relevant for western self than eastern self. We have oversimplified our theories
within societies - not recognizing differences in self conceptions among Americans.
At the same time that social forces have made authenticity perhaps more problematic,
authenticity has become of increasing concern. Postmodern self is characterized as
decentralized, relational, or contingent. Greater attention to style over substance - self
image has replaced self concept.
see also Luthans
see Impression management
self concept
self efficacy

see socpsy +{Fiske, 1991 #4842} chp 6

reconciling accuracy, self enhancement and consistency (fiske p223)
see lost of aspects in Fiske Chp 6
Kunda (1987) – Motivated Inference: We believe good things will happen to us and bad
things will not, we evaluate information in a self-serving way to protect these biases.
Michigan students evaluating divorce factors.

simple object theory: distinguishing the "I"
(knower) from the "me" (known aspect of
selfhood)

but difficult in absolute terms

"self caught in the act": self-awareness surimposed on other awareness

so always inferred or deduced

actor observer bias +{Jones, 1987 #4483}: information about self processed differently
self-reference effect: better memorization of self related facts
Self-Reference

more committed to self decided act +{Staw, 1976 #5002}

gain of value for objects that are simply "owned"
preference for letters in one's name!!!
self-conciousness: a trait; self attention or focus: either

self-awareness: a state

self attention: highly evaluative and motivational
can be adaptive (leading changes)

Self-Awareness

escaping: drugs; failure to escape may lead to depression

but aversive

SocPsy Self
{Baumeister,
1998 #45}

self awareness can increase emotions (or perception of)
self awareness can create "self-as-target" phenomenon, exaggerating how much events are directe at them
small part of self-knowledge can be present in self awareness at a given time
"P.T. Barnum effect": layperson willingness to accept arbitrary ambiguous statement about
self from an "expert"
tendency to focus on distinguishing factors : gender, ethnicity, etc.
appraisal: accuracy need
need for self-enhancement may contribute to self deception
self-serving bias: internal attribution of
success, external of failure
attacking evidence of shortcomings
Reflexive
consciousness

spend more time on positive feedback than negative

self
enhancement

Self
deception

forgetting failure feedback
comparing oneself against easy targets
believing that their good traits are unusual, but
bad ones are common

Motives

shifting around ambiguous traits to maximize payoff
dismissing criticism as biased

Selfconcept
SelfKnowledge

see consistency in attitudes
self-verification
phenomenon

Consistency

self verification theory

*{Swann, 1987 #507}

oftern self-enhancement overlaps consistency
(because generally positive opinion)
Consistency motives dominates cognitive , Enhancement dominate affect
order: enhancement, then consistency, then appraisal
Self-Observation rather
Self-perception
vs.
Introspection

self-perception a very dominant mechanism *+{Bem, 1972 #2343}
but introspection also active
integration: people know their minds, but self observation was the source

Organization
of
self-knowledge

a schema {Fiske, 1984 #170}
variety of self-guides

*{Baumeister, 1998 #45}
Self-efficacy +{Wood, 1989 #5033}
Dunning – more than enough credit to go around: 80 percent of people think they’re better
than average, but that’s okay because we have different definitions of good.
cognitive or affective?
global or specific to domain?
Self-Esteem

possible, like intelligence to have a global factor (g)

seems there is a baseline, around which people fluctuate

a state or a trait?

see details in *{Baumeister, 1998 #45}
see also self-esteem in inter-group
snuyder 77

Key concepts
Self-monitoring

*{Casciaro, 1998 #5414}; *{Mehra, 2001 #5411}

Self-categorization {Turner, 1987 #527}
{Greenwald, 1980 #4853}
ego structured around itself conservation
alternative model to hot/cold approaches
&Totalitarian Ego

Individual has cognitive biases - Ego as organization of knowledge.
egocentricity (i think i’m more relevant and central than I really am)
beneffectance (I’m responsible for good things, but not for bad things)
conservatism (resistance to cognitive change)

reason to have a self: to facilitate relationship w/ others
reflected appraisal
influence of others expectancies

How are self views affected by others

altering the self
internalization of behavior

motives

Interpersonal
Being
Selfpresentation

favorability of
self
presentation

present one's own attributes in a manner that
the target would approve and like

+{Jones, 1964 #4889}
about ingratiation

cognition and self presentation
harmful effects of self presentation
see Jones & Pittman (1982) - Toward a general theory of strategic self-presentation

...

Debates

self-justification. A face saving attempt.

toward internal?

*{Festinger, 1957 #165}

or for social approval?
linkage

see attitude for preservation of beliefs

*+{Goffman, 1959 [2001] #204}

see also in Socio

• Presentation of self has many motivations (e.g.
“controlling the conduct of others”)
(C)opyright Fabrice Cavarretta, 2003-2005
All maps from http://ot.cavarretta.com

• Presentation, and response discovery, and
re-presentation… can go infinitively
"that part of the individual's performance which regularly functions in a general and fixed
fashion to define the situation for those who observe the performance" (22)
a vehicle of standardization
to present a compelling front

allowing others to understand the individual on the basis of projected character traits that
have normative meanings
fill the duties of the social role
communicate the activities and characteristics of the role to other people in a consistent manner

communicate the activities and characteristics of the role to other people in a consistent manner.

Self&Id

a variety of communicative sources, controlled to effectively convince the audience of the
appropriateness of behavior and consonance with the role assumed.

front

Attempts to present an
"idealized" version of the
front

Presentation of self
{Goffman, 1959
[2001] #204}

more consistent with the norms, mores, and laws of society than the behavior of the actor
when not before an audience (35).
concealed from the audience

aberrant behavior and belief

“a process of "mystification,"
prominent only those characteristics socially sanctioned (67).

“To satisfy the fundamental requirements of morale and continuity, we are encouraged in
fundamental illusion. It is our character” (p. 139)
People will have a portfolio of selves, depending on the roles they play.
“To satisfy the fundamental requirements of morale and continuity, we are encouraged in
fundamental illusion. It is our character” (p. 139)
People will have a portfolio of selves, depending on the roles they play.
a social construction in the sense of “invention,”
self

more radical than that of Berger and Luckmann.

"non person": loosing one's identity when
entering the "total institution"

Clearer in
“total
institutions,”
+{Goffman,
1961 #5588}

severing of social (relatives, friends) and emotional (familiar
places, own name, clothes, hair style, etc.) ties
potential or actual threat to physical privacy
institution achieves a depersonalization of the person.

“The self, then, can be seen as something that resides in the arrangement prevailing in the
social system for its members. The self in this sense is not a property of the person to
whom it is attributed, but dwells rather in the pattern of social control that is exerted in
connection with the person by himself and those around him…”(Mortified self: 69)
social identity theory +{Tajfel, 1982 #5641}
• Group identification.
Social identification as a

• Categorization of self
• Self re-inforcing process

*{Ashforth, 1989 #26}

Primacy of group identity over other two levels

Increased attractiveness of social
system with which one is identified
{Dukerich, 2002 #5705}

multi
level
positioning
the shared identity that firms provide to their members.

essence of an organisation?
*{Kogut,
1996 #301}

in turn eases
the problem
of

Identity defines the rules that
inform behaviour and
decision-making.

co-ordination (all members know what to expect
from their fellow members),
communication and discourse (it provides a
common language to use)
learning (because learning through identification is easier).

Effects of self-concept

Networks & performance *{Mehra, 2001 #5411}

*{Casciaro, 1998 #5414}

the rest is about identity construct

Antecedents

Boundary spanning &
identity {Bartel, 2001
#5700}

Intergroup & intragroup comparisons influence boundary spanning
members self-esteem & organizational identification
Organizational identification related to interpersonal cooperation and work effort

Demographic vs. workgroup identification {Chattopadhyay, 2004 #5702}
Workspace – non territorial workspace threatens not due to reduced status but lack of distinctiveness

elsbach

Resistance to learning {Brown, 2000 #5712}
Escalation of commitment to ineffective course of action if it the performance feedback is
linked to identity {Brockner, 1986 #5701}
Cohesion

Consequences

Deviance
Self-categorization & social identity consequences {Hogg, 2000 #5710}

Leadership
Subgroups
Mergers & acquisitions

Indiv
Level

Multiple or Unity?

self presentation

integration of various components is the essence of self
multiplicity of self can be useful, but only metaphoric (except in rare pathologies)
*{Thatcher, 2002 #5100}

+{Ashforth, 1999 #5672}

limit conditions: how to maintain an identity in dirty work
threats to values of core attributes

identity threat
identity
challenges

+{Elsbach,
1996
#5673}

presentation of identity in org context

2 strategies
for dealing
with threats:

threats to perceived positional status of the org
Categorizations that highlight positive identity attributes not emphasized by ratings
Categorizations that highlight favorable social comparisons not emphasized by ratings

org identity threats cause org members to use cognitive tactics to maintain both personal
and external perceptions
members' perceptions of their organizations identity affect their own perception of their identity

identity changes

*{Ibarra, 1999 #261}

possible selves
leading to provisional selves

to be tested

Organizational identity change based on change in meanings and labels {Corley, 2004 #5703}
Image of organization {Dutton, 1994 #5711}

effect of org identity on the strength of identification with the organization.

definition of identity around an issue, which determined later action (port authority of NYC and homeless)
Organizations have identities that influence how individuals interpret issues as well as how
they behave toward them.
An organization's identity describes what its members believe to be its character.
+{Dutton,
1991
#4825}

An organization's image describes attributes members believe people outside the
organization use to distinguish it.
Organizational image is different from reputation, the actual attributes outsiders ascribe to an organization.
The definition of an issue by a
collectivity is a 'social
construction'.

issues activate decisions, in other cases,
issues incite neglect or intentional
inaction.

organization's identity and image are critical constructs for understanding the relationship
between actions on and interpretations of an issue over time.
Multiple identity and the effects of identity gap of organizations current identity and
members ideal identity {Foreman, 2002 #5715}

Identity
in
OB

MACRO: success depends on distinct org identity; reproduction of identity is fundamental in
guiding market behavior
question of org identity are raised when easier solutions have failed!

+{Leifer, 1987 #3066}

OB

question of org identity are raised when easier solutions have failed!
oriented toward economic production

utilitarian orgs.

managed by information

Definition

pattern maintenance orgs (in the sense of +{Parsons, 1960 #5587})
normative orgs.

social control through normative power
managed by ideology

Essence: claimed central character
identification (uniqueness)
classification on
some dimensions

ideology, management philosophy, culture
ambiguous identify render org less predictable

self-classification
may be
undesirable
(Q4)

too complex to identify a unique sets of traits
org change too much
identity is rarely examined, and resolved to minimal issues

when searching, always seeking distinction from others
Distinguish
from
other
orgs:
claimed
distinctiveness

Public vs. private identity?

H1: if internal at odds w/ external,
difficulty to generate support
H2: publicly presented identity always more positive
H3: more monolithic

How to convey identity to others?
holographic

each internal unit mixes various identities
in similar manner
less diversity, but better consensus (H6)

Mono
vs
Dualidentity
orgs

ideographic/
specialized

Criteria

each internal unit exhibit a single different identity
greater variety, since pure specialization
but difficult to get commitment

ex: Theory Z {Ouchi, 1981 #5581}, where conflicting types of
management mixes
Identity Interaction Model *+{Goffman, 1959 [2001] #204}, *{Mead, 1934 #5584}: identity
established through interaction

OrgLevel

1. formation of orgs

Continuity
over
time:
claimed
temporal
continuity

{Albert,
1985
#4478}

2. loss of an identity forming element

When will
identity emerge
as a salient
issue? Q7/H7-12

3. accomplishment of raison d'etre
4. extreme growth
5. change of collective status
6. retrenchement

Shift
from
mono
to dual
identity

H13:
general
tendency
to shift
to dual

H14: dualism better to deal with env. complex +{Thompson, 1967 #519}
H15: by default; public org have to take many contradictory tasks
H16: divestiture difficult, so old id. not discarded
H17: success push to enlarge to other endeavor
a form of routinization of charisma {Trice, 1986 #5586}

H19: church look
like more
businesses, and
vice versa

norm->util: {Pettigrew, 1979 #5585} on the change in English public schools
util->norm: +{Selznick, 1957 #471} on the process of institutionalisation
other means to normative: establish links w/ normative insts.

Extended Metaphor Analysis (EMA)
on "Research University" as both church and business
Effectiveness assessed like in a church
also utilitarian identity, through "useful" training claim
H: move from normative so slow that unnoticed
Selective vs. across the board cuts
Illustration
of dual
identity

Leadership

coexistence of faculty (norm id) and admin (util id) coexist

normative cut across the board (cohesion)

normative are comparatively more egalitarian
normative stress insider vs. outsiders more

impact of retrenchment

in normative, threat should bond members

learning

utilitarian seek outside

scarcity

difficult to plan for normative

merger and diverstiture
marketing the mission

difficult for normative
normative ambivalent about "selling", since
intrinsic worth could be diminish by extrinsic
motivations

assemble puzzles (univ do not hire consultants)
Summary of EMA

identify alternative organizations
carry EMA to see which one fits better
infer from the target org which other issues will the org confront
what kind of organization is that

summary on identity

a framework for investigation
a critique of the mono identity assumption

*{Kogut, 1996 #301}

Research directions

Invisible identity {Clair, 2005 #5714}
multiple identity

17. Identity
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firms as enactment of shared identity

{Foreman, 2002 #5715}

